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First issue for new' staff
I

This week's Pacif ican marks an end
of our staff and a beginning
for
tor some
We have made a few perso
nnel
others.
as well as alterations in the basic
changes
ion of the p aper.
sit
compo

For related editor ial see page two.
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Caen here May 1 5
Noted San Francisco Chronicle colum
nist Herb Caen will speak here May 15, at 8
p.m. in the Conservatory. His presentation
will feature a talk show format with all topics
open for discussion. Caen' s talk .is free to
UOP students.

Serving the UOP community since 1908

May 1, 1981

Ex-hosta ge gives vi ws on captivity
t

Security study
shows sharp
decrease in crime
By Steve Ko
Staff Writer

A

dramatic decrease in campus
during 1980 was revealed this
when UOP's department of
Safety released their annual
statistics report for 1979-80.�
persons
against
Crimes
l!crtas•�d 40 cases, from 124 cases in
84 cases in 1980. "I'm very
of the!>c figures," �a1d campus
Chief Norman Askew.
pr lf."rty
Bgain 1
Cnmcs
400
virtually the same:
in 1979 and 411 in 1980. But the
of loss decreased by $15,872,
of property recovered in
by $3327. The amount of
property recovered in 1980
doubled the amount recovered
1979.

"The campus is spread out, so
have to catch the thieves before
get away from campus," Askew
"I'm very happy that
was an increase of 6611Jo
rate over 1979," he added.
Vandalism of UOP property and
property increased $626 and
respectively. Askew said that
figures increased because more
reported crimes, and students
more alert to suspicious people.
In 1979, 64 bicycles were stolen
campus and in 1980 66 bikes.
to Askew, most of the
stolen last year were non-

L.•••��-t�:

Gen erally, crimes have decreased
January 1980 because of the ad
of three new officers to the
police force.
were $1,230 miscellaneous
reports (non-criminal) taken
Safety last year. Almost
were requests to lock or
doors. (These did not include
routine
building
scheduled
or those requested for special
·.F11C:dul1�cl events.)
· to Askew, each
request takes an average
IS minutes to fulfill. "This wastes
lot of officer's time keeping them
important duties," he stated.

The Pacifican also obtained a
crime statistics report from San
Joaquin Delta College Campus
Police, and compared figures bet
ween the only two campuses in north
Stockton.
Before ·the comparison can be
analyzed however, circumstances
must be considered first:
UOP campus has living quarters,
thus Campus Police is on-call 24
Delta College docs not
hours.
provide housing for students, and af
ter lO p.m. all classes are dismissed.
The buildings on UOP campus
are more spread out than the ones at
Delta College, with much area to be
covered betwc-�r. ''0P's south cam
pus, and th· Un". ersity Townhouses
on Pershing Avenue.
Most uf Lhe
buildings in Dc:!t ... Cvllege are concen
trated in the center of its campus.
There are approximately 20,000
students enrolled in Delta College and
4,150 students enrolled at UOP,
about 2,000 UOP students live on
campus.
Delta College has 14 sworn of
ficers and 10 campus service officers
(student officers). At UOP there are
10 sworn officers.
Officers at UOP are required to
go through a regional training
academy but in Delta College, there is
no such requirement.
Delta College's statistics showed
that from 1979 to 1980 crimes against
persons increased by 36 cases, from
Most of these
145 to 181 cases.
crimes were malicious mischief,
misdemeanor arrests and public
disturbances.
On the UOP campus, most of
the crimes against persons were for
battery and public intoxication.
Delta's figures also showed 300
cases of crimes against property in
1979 and 331 cases in 1980, an in
Figures for
crease of 31 cases.
ry rate were
recove
and
loss
of
t
amoun
not available.
Last year UOP Campus Police
wrote l, 754 parking tickets, where as
at Delta College, there were ap
proximately 7,500, seven times more
than that of UOP.

Nearly died
yet holds
no grudges

Ex-hostage
surprises UOP
audience
By Mary Peppers
Slaff Writer

Those who attended ex-hostage
William Belk's speech on campus last
Sunday expecting a stinging attack on
Iran, were !re�ted in-;tead to ::1 mild,
nonjudgm ental perspective of tne 52
prisoner:.' ordeal.
"I have absolutely no animosity
toward Iran," declared Belk near the
outset of his 90 -minute presentation at
the Conservatory auditorium. "The
Iranians are a humane and gentle
people, just as concerned for others'
welfare as I would be," he added.
Addro:s.ing an audience of ap
proximatt I� 200 , Belk expressed skep
ticism of other hostages' reports of
phy�1cal abuse by their captors. He
tlatly demed beirrg subjected to any tor
ture.
However, at one point he did recaiJ
that an escape attempt causcdhimto get
"slapped around a bit" and put in
solitary confmement for 45 days. He
further revealed that during much of
this time he was kept handcuffed, with
his legs also bound.
For Belk, the idea of retaliation
against the country which imprisoned
him and 51 colleagues tor 444 days, was §
out of the question. "I am not a hawk �
who wants to throw bombs," he �
:
stressed.
non- �
•his
maintnir.':"i
Belk
E.k-lranian hostage William Balk Surprised his Pacific listeners
judgmental att!tude of tolerance
throughout his bnet �peech and sub- with his lack of animosity toward his former captors
sequent question-and-answer session.
cording to the former hostage, the true finement
The little criticism he did level was direc- heroes were the eight men who died
In his second attempt, he and a
ted towards the media which "unfairly during the disastrous rescue attempt via colleague planned to lower themselves
played up the Vietnam POW issue,'' helicopter.
out of a window on a rope that Belk had
and surprisingly, towards certain other
AU of the monetary gifts that Belk braided. However, a guard became
hostages.
received from sympathetic American suspicious and stopped them before they
He criticized one prisoner for citizens has been put in a fund for the could carry out their scheme.
replying to a media query of "Would children of these deceased men.
Aside from escape attempts, a
The 45-year-old Belk was working typical day for the ex-hostage consisted
you go back to lnin?" with the response
of "Yes, in a B-52." Such comments at the US Embassy in Tehran as a of eating, exercising, drawing, reading
made by many of Belk's colleagues were foreign service communications officer, and playing chess.
overstated when taken captive on Nov. 4, 1979.
termed "needless and
Although thousands of cards and
feelings.''
During his subsequent 1'mpn'sonment he letters were sent to the hostages from
He commended our _government's tried to escape twice.
concerned Americans, Belk revealed
deci�ion to refrain lrom .:;:Jitary
In the frrst attempt he slipped past that the prisoners received little mail.
retaliation against Iran, saying, "I think a sleeping guard, and by mingling with a Throughout the 444 days, he only
it's good that ow· ix.autiful 1aation t.:an crowd of students, was able to get as far received five letters from his wife and
take a slap in the face, and turn the as the wall surrounding the embassy.
famil
other cheek.''
Thinking that the police beyond the wall
pite the absence of mail and
Belk opened and concluded his wouh.J ••�'.' !:::. , ......-..;\111, ill'lli�,.'tl to news from home, however, he remained
presentation by emphasizing that he is reach them. hut 1hey opened fire 011 him, optimistic about his plight. "I never lost
not a hero. "You have to do more than driving him back to his caotors. It was
(See HOSTAGE, page 4)
serve time to be a hero," he said. Ac- then that he was placed in solitary con-

bes

ill students catch burden of Spanos Center funding?

I

By Steve Johnson
Manaalaa Editor

For $7.5 million--the cost of
building the 6,000 seat Alex G.
Spanos Center--UOP has purchased
the bi��est basketball arena within
100 miles.
The only question now is how to
pay for it.
At this point, that happens to be
a $4.5 million question, since only $3
million in liquid assets like cash,
pledges, and gifts have been raised
from the community to support the
project.
The remaining $4.5 million was
funded through 8 V211Jo California
- Educational Facility Bonds, accor
ding to Chris Bush, who formulated
the Spanos Center and operational
guidelines.
But Bush would rather not see
the university take the full brunt of
the debt on those bonds, and he
realizes that maintenance costs for

the center will also be expensive.
Students, said Bush, should also fund
the center if they plan to use it.
"If ASUOP expects to hold in
tramurals in the center then they
should help to pay for the center,"
Bush said.
"It's really no different than
donating to the Loan Store or the Ski
Cabin," Bush said, adding that
Pacific students would certainly get
their money's worth from their
donations to a 6,000 seat arena.
Bush noted that if ASUOP
refuses to help fund the center, fees
will be slapped on all tickets sold for
Tiger home games, and for in
tramural activities.
"If ASUOP doesn't support the
center we'll charge anywhere from
$.50 to $1.50 for basketball games,"
Bush predicted.
Bush cited the 7,158-seat Arena
in Fresno and the 12,506-seat Pauly
Pavilion at UCLA as examples of
where ticket sales are used.
But Bush noted that in those two
colleges the popularity of basketball

games was so great that tickets were
used as "rationing devices," often at
prohibitive prices to the students.
Bush doesn't foresee that as a
problem with the Spanos Center.
"The popularity of our basket
ball program is not quite as high as
those programs, plus we have a
smaller student population," Bush
said.
Joe Hartley, UOP Student Body
President, suggested that ticket sales
m1ght not be required to help fund
the center.
"ASUOP is not necessarily
against funding the Spanos Center,
but is against taking that money out
of the $75 student fee," Hartley said,
adding that the $75 barely meets the
present needs of university groups.
"An alternative would be to levy
a special S15 fee for the center,
s�ilar to the $25 fee that students
pay on our loan for the University
Center," Hartley said.
his
that
agreed
Hartley

(See SPANOS, page 4)

For 444 days William Belk made
history in Iran as one of America's 52
hostages. On Sunday, Belk agreed to
do an exclusive University interview
with the Paciflcan and share some of
that history with us. In his soft South
Carolina drawl, Belk offered his
thoughts on topics ranging from U.S.
foreign policy positions to his near
death from an ant bite. Here is an ac
count of that interview.

By Steve Johnson
and

Kevin Bartram
Q: Mr. Belk, what would
your philosophy have been
concerning Iran before the
takeover of the embassy on
November 4, 1979?
Well, my philosophy would be
don't back dictators. We sold the
Shah billions and billions of
dollars worth of military hard
w are, ancL Tehran doesn't even
have a mooern sewt:• .,.>.,,\!m. The
peasants would see F-lO's zooming
over their villages and yet they'd
have to walk 10 miles .for unclean
well water to cook y·ith. We've
just got to realize that people are
than
important
more
much
governments.
We support a
government because we believe it is
the right government for us. But it
might not be right for the people of
other countries. Any government
that is not wanted by the people-I
don't see why in the world we
would back it. And that includes
El Salvador.

Q: Do you consider yourself
a hero after your ordeal?
A hero? No, I don't consider
myself a hero. I just hung in there.
I did my duty. Every American
owes his country some loyalty-this
was mine.
You want a hero? My room
mate Donald Hohman was a hero.
He saved my life. I'm allergic to
The
ant bites and I got bit.
Iranians would have let me die. I
(See INTERVIEW, page 4)

ASUOP in
'financial
crisis'
·

�Y Kathleen Baccbini
Staff Writer

Inflation has finally hit the
backyard of UOP, taking it's biggest
slice out of the financial source for
most campus clubs and organiza
tions, ASUOP funds.
Several concerned clubs and
organizations were present at the
Wednesday night meeting of the
Board of Supervisors at the Phar
macy Rotunda. Many students were
confused as to the justification of the
finance committee's decision in
eliminating funding for organizations
outside the top 20 programs chosen.
After a brief debate, the ASUOP
Board of Supervisors voted to ap
prove a leaner 1981-82 budget, gran
ting the largest distribution of fun
ding to the internal operations of
ASUOP's program, that which
utilizes the $75 the student pays each
year in addition to tuition. This ac
and
clubs
all
excluded
tion
organizations from further financial
aid by ASUOP. Such a decision was
studied by the finance committee for
several weeks, the final decision being
revealed Wednesday night for board
approval.
"ASUOP is simply facing a
financial crisis," ended Hartley.

2
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EDITORIAL

tVe CHANGeD MY MIND..
LeT� TAKe FROM THe
·
POOR AND GlVe TO
THG Ml�lTARY

Fraternity feud will test JUJ
Those of us interested in wat
chmg the spinning wheels of cam
pus
justice
should
carefully
scrutinize the Joint University
Judiciary's (JUJ) decision regar
ding the SAE/ Archania alter
cation.
that
of
significance
The
un
be
cannot
decision
derestimated.
Even a cursory
glance at the record shows why.
Flashback. On the evening on
March 16, according to impartial
sources, 30 to 40 members of the
SAE fraternity marched uninvited
into Archania to settle a seething
three-day dispute.

Accounts of what started the
conflict are numerous, varied, and
unclear. But what is clear is the
heinous manner chosen by some of
those 30 to 40 men to settle the
dispute. Their violence resulted in
three Archites suffering broken
noses, and several others incurring
severe facial lacerations.
Did this solve the dispute? Of
By attempting to
course not.
resolve the problem through brute
strength, instead of reasonable
was
incident
the
discussion,
lowered to a sordid new depth.
the
even now,
And yet,

problem could be written off as an
outgrowth of our violent society:
boys will be boys, and if someone
gets burt, well, so be it. But that
logic would legitimize any and all
subsequent violence of one frater
nity against another.
The leaders of Archania and
SAE could sit down and peaceably
discuss their difficulties.
No, the time has clearly come
for justice to be served. Punish
ment must be meted out against
the aggressors. And deeply em
bodied in that punishment must be
the
unmistakeable
signs
of

DE TERRENCE. Before a mem
ber of any fraternity again raises
his fist to settle a dispute, he must
know the consequences awaiting
his violent actions.
Who, then, is really on trial
here? Is SAE? Archania? No.
The JUJ is on trial now.
For the first time since its
creation seven years ago, this
board is deciding a fraternal mat
ter with decidedly serious con
sequences. Its decision will serve
as a primary determinant for the

����m���� �-�!!!!�!����!���!�!��:

six-member board.

er
New editor in chief prepared to fine-tune your newspap
I walk into the Padflcan office on the third
floor of North Hall and peer, somewhat puz
zled, at the long line-up of old Pacifican issues
hanging on the wall before me. These issues go
back years and exhibit many alterations and a
high degree of inconsistency.
Until, of course, I spot an issue from the
spring of 1979, when quality was bestowed
upon UOP's student newspaper. Sharon Fox, a
senior C .O.P. student, took over the reign that
semester as editor-in-chief. As a result, the
Pacifican would never be the same.
I was on the spring 1979 staff as a fresh
man sports editor . I was even greener than that
label implies. And though Ms . Fox and I had
our difficulties working together, I respected
her virtues and efforts.
Today I view her as the Paciflcan's
pioneer , as she pulled this paper up out of the
gutter and brushed the dust from its coat .
Then it was Susan Pillow's chance to im
prove this publication even further . And Miss
She, too, added her
Pillow did just that.
touches, earqed this paper a bit more
credibility, and has smce moved on.
During this academic year, Pat McDowell
has run the ship and has commanded in a top
notch fashion. The Pacifican is now a highly
respected collegiate publication by university

Letters
Senior gets in his last licks
Editor:
Hi. I've been kicking around
this campus for the past few years
now and as it appears, I'll be
graduating this May. Before I leave
this joint I'd like to have a few
questions answered concerning cer
tain campus staff and practices. Kin
da like for you all to put one of your
"ace" reporters on the task of
digging up any answers possible and
then hopefully printing them in your
and my newspaper before the
semester ends.
Unless a good portion of my
fellow classmates have been walking
around in comas while attending
UOP, I imagine quite a few folks
have had the same or similar inquiries
come to mind. I choose to remain
anonymous due to my impending
graduation since some, nn,make that
all, of my inquiries and cumments are
of a cynical and caustic nature.
I) O.K. what's the story on
President
McCaffrey?
Kee-rist
everytime I see him he seems so hap
PY, you know always smiling, shaking
hands, kissing babies, etc.
What's he running for? With
that attitude he shouldn't be the head
of the Rotary International, he
should be head honcho ul the Op
timists
or
the
Chiropodists
organizations I What it comes down
to in my mind is "what is this gen
tleman on?"
2) You know those jokers that
work here on campus... the ones with
the orange hardhatc;, who have the
garages bordering the levee? Who are
Employt. s of the school?
they?

Graduate students in e�gineering? A
prison chain gang?
They look more like the latter
than either of thl! former. I believe
they were csponstble for takit1g down
the KUOP quonset hut building
some time ago.
I was amazed how long it took
those characters to get the job done.
The next time the university has plans
to remove a structure, why don't they
just stick the "preps'' of Archania
and the "jocks" of SAE together in
the building, and let the Greeks ex
pend their energy upon themselves
and the walls?
From what I've read and heard,
SAE
did
a fairly
decent
job
remodeling the Archania frat house
recently.
3) This hits you pretty close to
home: Peter Rausch, do you really
think your contribution to the fourth
estate is funny?
4) Now on the head of the cam
:
pus bookstore. (You didn't think I'd
leave him out of this exercise in mud
slinging, did you now? ) He's the one
who dresses like a Reno car dealer and
whose hobby is pastries.
Is it true that he got his
managerial training at the "Sailor's
Delight
Bookstore
and
Plastic
Novelty Boutique" in San Fran
cisco's North Beach district before he
got his current position here at UOP?
There. I'm sure glad to get that
off my mind. I told you I might tend
to be a bit harsh with my diatribe. I
also don't want to leave you all or the
university with the impression that

to

Students.
Though I am coming into this position with
a good attitude of trust for the administrati on,
we must not always simply believe what those in

power tell us. (Remember Watergate!}
To keep the students' interest at the top of
our priority list, we at the Pacifican need to
keep the administration on its toes by becoming
a very strong investigative force. We have the
capacities to do so and will strive to the utmost
to live up to our capabilities.
Do not get me wrong, administrators. I do
not distrust you and if you know me, you surely
realize that. However, you must agree that with
the constant, hectic activity of every day ad
ministrating, it can become easy to forget the
students' best interests.
To assist me in reaching this goal of
making the Pacifican a sounding board for the
students will be the most able and experienced
staff to pace the floor of third floor, North
Hall , in Pacifican history.

I'll understand if you can't print
most of the contents of the letter. But
please try and make an effort to an
swer the basis of each question if
possible, for I am �till curious and
look to you all for satisfaction.
Thanks,
A senior

yours.

Cinema Director calls for
Editor:
After reading Parade Magazine's
article about Hollywood's mistreatment of animals on the movie set
(Stockton Record, 4-26-81 ), I became
tot ally outraged. According to the
article, horses are being blown up or
tnpped (break'mg thetr
· neeks) or
thrown off of cliffs. Dogs are being
strangIed, shot, tormented, or used as
bait for wild animals.
Rabbits' backsides are rubbed
r3:w with e�ery paper and do�sed
wtth turpentme so they run strrught.
·

·

Editor:

resident, I am writing to complain
about the number of citations issued
within the last couple of weeks for
automobiles parked without "Campus Permits."
First of all, the UOP Townhouse
lease doesn't state explicitly that
residents must purchase UOP "Campus Permits" to park at the
Townhouses.
In actuality, residents should be
supplied with a seperate UOP
Townhouse parking permit, as is
customary with any other apartments in which I have resided.
Also, it should be noted that I
very seldom drive to campus to attend
classes. When I do, I park on one of
the side streets which don't require a
11
"Campus Permit.
Even though the Townhouses are
on UOP property,
they aren't
reasonably considered "campus, 11

since they are somewhat far from the
lecture halls, (i.e. A student wouldn't
p�k at the Townhouses and walk to
hts/her class).
One of the major factors which
caused this letter to be written is that
no warning was given. I've parked in
the TH stalls for all of last year and
this semester without receiving a warning or citation until last week.
Also, the "visitors only" section
is not enforced thoroughly.
The officer I spoke to stat
that
.
1f he saw any cars parked m the
visitors parking lot with "Campus
Permits," then he would issue them a
citation. When I inquired " What if

�

Our Policy

halt on animal a

Steers and chickens are bled so that
"directors can use real blood for
•'.'realism.
There are even cockfights
<>n the set in which the birds use metal
6purs. A
.nd all of us
- are fooled 1•0 to
believing that ·these are special ef.fects.
The l � te� t of these offen ders is
.
M•chael Cunmo, in his new
moVI·e
•
'
'Heaven's Gate." He has don
e, 1·n
.
that moVIe, man y of the thin
gs I just
told you ab out, and a lot
mor e. 1
,
urge you to boycott "H
eaven s
Gate •• as I will and 1
b

other films you know of
such
abhorrent
practice
"realism. 11
Directors
who
savagery do so
much of a demand for it.
stopping the demand wiU Vlt
supply. For more
Parade's article and
American Humane AcctlCIIII'� ..
P.O. Box-77
Hollywood CA 90028

11

because

·

Undue parking tickets issued by

Better work on your own grammar first, teach.

courage this.
Of course, you can become
way I do. Simply trot on up to the ...........
fice and gander at the line-up of old
tice the improvement over the last
·
years, and feel the inspiration .
The Pacifican is strong and the

·the Editor

my time here at UOP was filled with
acerbity and the like.
No, my years here were most
gratifying and downright fun. I want
to thank all the staff, administration,
faculty and my fellow students for
their part in making my Pacific years
so.

As a concerned UOP Townhouse

1 ma ke tha t sta tem ent
de nce .
"cbier
M y m an aging edito r and
Bross
n
Mike
hnso
;
o
vesti gator '' is Steve J
my place as enter tainm ent edit or;
Wieb elhau s is our new campus/ news
(havi ng been prom oted from l ayout); and
dy Wal die will b e head ing our
Retu rning for her third year as
edito r is Kare n Kom sak , and Gregg
once more hand ling the busin ess aspects ••••OIIftiJIIJUI}
paper . Obviou sly, there are many vu•�:ra•�nnort:am
will, and d o , contrib ute toward s the pnxacre���
of this quality newspa per , and they rnnt�rlllllll
.
they are.
i n UJ41JJthllll!lel'·
involved
element
The final
Pacifican n umber one is you-the
Yes, we need your help and suppon.
wish to work with us, we would

With the help of ASUOP and its govern 
ment (''your'' governm ent} I believe we can
make this paper a powerhou se, working for
j ustice for the UOP student population .
Joe Hartley will be quite a strong
president, and I am looking forward to a fan
tastic working arrangemen t with the Associated

McDowell has "fine tuned" the
standards.
paper in the areas where Pillow and Fox laid
groundwork.
The Paclfican is now a high-quality piece
of journalistic exhibitionism.
My name is Kevin Bartram and the job of
Pacifican head honcho is now mine.
I'm honored and psyched , mainly because
I know that I am inheriting a publication of
which to be proud.
I plan on making a few fine tuning im
provements of my own . Included among these
are a few you can witness in this issue.
I have added a "People" page, for feature
oriented material concerning (what else?)
people at Pacific.
The news section, dealing with events out
side the campus, will be upgraded to include
only the most current information and analyses.
And a certain special feeling for the entire
campus will certainly exist in the Pacifican.
As far as my philosophy towards the
Pacifican, I feel that this paper is your paper.
As the Associated Students of U . of the P . , you
deserve the right to know exactly what is hap
pening at your school.
Viewed another'way, the Pacifican can be
used as a tool to check abuse of the student
population by the administration .

s�curitY;rT;;'wnho;;;;CW<f'l
��
�

Dean

.
one of the residents
ked.. her e With
no permit? " He re
.
ha
ve
no
way of enforcing th t , •
With all the tec
calthes thrown
aside it shoutd b noted
tha t there is
no
arking . pro 1 em at
the UOP
Townhouses
The
officer
I
questioned s t
that stu den ts com e
in and comp am
about non-permit
.
parkmg on �pus. So
why, in
r to take act ton , doe
s he dri ve
ove r
the Tow nho use s and
issu e
citati
?
.
Th m t puzzbng
Part occured
when t
tcer referred me to
Stan
.
Green � 0 h ous
10
rng, who in turn
refer�ed me to
Mr. McMaster
in

p

�

�

m:u ..

� c:<l
·

��

��
� ��

Fainace, who in tum
Chi ef Ask ew.

Chie�
questi0°

I didn't go see
.
smce the officer in
follow ing his superior's
assume his reply was
was "I'm only

policy. 11
T his brings me to the
Regents, whom I can't
contact with.
Does the
anywhere?
Ronald 0. Silva
Ernest Hugh
Winston Koo
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Face-to-Face------

estion: What do you think
when you hear 'Unive s
r ity

tbe Pacific?'

Staff Writer

otf•u lo.
J

11 oelfan at Lincoln High School

Clf',,I hope they get a better

football

1 heard the Coach speak, He
teaJII ·.ses a lot and don't seem to be

�0

d eliver. Th�y should spend
JDOney on gettmg some players
111'1 not all that fancy stuff they have
rtJ'I You guys football players? I
alsO· understand thev have a good
usiC program but I don't pay much
Pac1hc maybe I should,
tcotion to
t."
n'
o
ld

:

•

bul

Karrie Castillo (18)
Stacey Almazan (18)
Sue Babr (19)

"Football, Yah!
That's where
we always go to football games, I live
right near there, expensive, football
studs, I just think of football and
Graduation
that's
where
we
graduated, in the stadium."

A star is born: "Real People"
wiU be on campus today to put
together a special feature on the life
on Omega Phi Alpha's respected
housemother for thirty·two years,
Mrs. Edith P. Moore.
But for Mrs. Moore, or"Luv,"
as she is affectionately referred to, ex·
perietice with the entertainment worlcl
is nothing new.
Times"
"High
movie
The
featuring Bing Crosby and Fabian
was filmed on UOP's campus years
ago, with Omega Phi's fraternity
house as a set. During that time Mrs.
Moore became a favorite of Bing's.
She describes him to this day as "a
really nice man and a true gen·
tleman."
Other celebrity events in frater·
nity circle include the more recent

By Stacey loppini
Staff Writer

"Personally I think it's a high
college and an asset to the
,.ciJlllmiUOitY. Good for business and
part of the economy.
PfOCldCreat:es higher levels of Sports, Arts,
It also separates .......
Education.
youth from street youth and
younger people makes me feel
"

Helen Murry,

33

Professor at Delta College
Grad. 1977

•

UOP

"Oh!
a
overwhelming-I'm
'
graduate from there, what else ·
money, happy days, that's all, I'm
almost late for class."
•

manager of Fashion Con
checks

that

don' t

Spanish class
taught here

filming of an episode of "B.J. and
the Bear." Even though the filming
went on over a period of days, "Luv"
remained unawed by it all.
It's no wonder that "Real
People" is intrigued with .. Luv." In
the past 32 years she has seen UOP
through many changes, yet her
memory remains sharp; she continues
to remember not only the names, but
nicknames and pranks of "her
boys," dating back to 1949.
Even prior to her days as the
pride of Omega Phi, "Luv" led an in·
teresting life. Born and raised in the
South, she graduated from Ran·
dolph·Macon
Women's
College
(Virginia) where she was a music
major, and a member of Tri·Delta
sorority. Her graduate study was in
piano performance at the Julliard
School of Music in New York.
She lived in South Carolina most
of her life, where she met her

Newman House
head retires

•

....,. ....,..of Gaines Liquor

Spring is the time for graduating
seniors to move on and seelc new
territories.
There is one familiar face leaving
at the end of the term who will be
doing just that. The only difference
is that he is not a student: He is
Father Silva.
As a leader in campus ministry at
UOP and across the country for over
ten years, he is sure to be missed.
''Pacific has been good to me. It
will be hard to leave," Silva commen·
ted. A new policy concerning the
placement of priests, set by the
diocese of Stockton, calls for an
automatic location change after a
tenure of ten years. The policy was
created to aid in the priests' own per
sonal growth, as well as benefit the

communities in which they have
served.
In regard to his move, Father
Silva stated, "At this point in my life,
this policy is right."
Reflecting upon his years at
Pacific, Father Silva cited many
rewarding experiences resulting from
the physical and spiritual growth of
the University.
Arriving in the midst of the
rebellious years at UOP, Father Silva
made up his mind to become a part of
the school a•1d to wiP t'·�· ;onfidence
of the students rather than fight them.
Take his deLeuumcu t)p�oach and
couple it with hard work, and one can
see how certain changes were made
which students enjoy to this day.
Father Silva affected the quality
of life found here at UOP. Soon af·

ter his arrival, services which used to
be held in the dining hall gained their
rightful place within the Chapel.
ranks
House
Newman
The
highly among his list of achieve
ments; "You couldn't get a better
They're superb
group of guys.
men...we've developed a family,"
says Silva.

Mrs. Edith Moore, more affectionately known as .. Luv ..,
has been Omega Phi Alpha's house mother for 32 years

husband Charles Hill Moore.
Widowed at the young age of 45, she
came to Stockton to be closer to her
daughter and her family.
Over the years she has worlced
within various sectors of the Univer·
sity, acting as an instructor both in
the Conservatory and the Drama
department.
Wanting to remain with the
school because she loved younger
people, she accepted the job as
housemother. Ever since, she has
been a pleasant yet guiding influence
on countless lives.
She attributes her youthfulness
to her fraternity "family." Not only
does she have her "boys" but she also
has her "girls," (Omega Phi's Little
Sisters), and she makes an effort to
know every one �f them.

The administration and the fra·
ternities on campus rate among his
He
more rewaramg cxperien�:��
speaks fondly of all of the frater·
nities, and the special role they play in
the male·bonding process he believes
to be so important.
Commenting
upon the official position he held at
SAE, he stated "It has been a
privilege knowing them, and finding
out how really marvelous they are.''
Father Silva has also spent much
time in the sororities and the dorms,

(See SILVA, page 4)

Because of her, Umega Pht has
maintained various traditions over the
years. Every year a Christmas Tea is
held in honor of "Luv," as well as a
Mother's Club, Spring Sing, and
special dinners.
For her 30th anniversary two
years ago, a celebration was held
which reunited her with hundreds of
her "boys," spanning generations.
"Luv," as guest of honor, remem
bered them all.
As the Head Resident with the
longest history at UOP, she can tell
some great stories. Yet as she ex
plains in thoughtful and honest words,
"The reason I'm here is to look
after all of my boys."
!lo bnng on the cameras "Real
It's going to be a great
People."
sho\\.

Founded
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Accredited by the American Bar Association and a member uf the American
Anociation of Law

Schools.
1981 are still bein�t ae«"pted. While the majorit,· of

Applications for Fall of

our students come from across America. this year we are making a >peeial at
tempt

to

make

room

for

ALL

qualified

California

350 Cedar Street

Admissions Assistant

(71<+� 239-0391

San Diego. CA

ASUOP
social
presents:

...

Student Bus Service

fire
the
fo r a June c o n t i n u i n g
program at University of

ish

anci

is trained in lifesaving

advanced first aid, will be the
ol the course.
The two.week program is plan·
for June 1·5 and June 8·12.
For more
information regard ing
, phone 94�2424.

Why fly out of Stockton when you can .fl'>: out
of a bigger airport--and fly a better aarlme.
Call948-1369 for more information.

BOBI

BLOOM

AND

THE

UOP

JAZZ BAND

CAMPUS
REP

$1.50 students /$3.50 Cen Adm
BOB
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Place: UOP Conservatory
3, 1981
Date : Slnday,
Time : 8:00 pm
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1982

REPRESENTATIVE�

Dtlta Colege

students.

Call or write toda�· for your brochure and application fonn.

Practical Spanish for police,
medical personnel will be

Robert W. Dash of the UOP
who has extensive knowledge
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Real People here;
1Luv' is the word
By Stacey loppini

BY Harmon Kirsch and Lett Garvey

Pscificsn

Tickets available at Miracle Music
Box Offtee and UOP Electronic Store

9210 I
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INTERVIEW
(From page 1 l

went into shock and Don began
He's a
screaming and ranting.
medical man. He could have been
shot but he didn't care. Finally,
they went to his aide station in the
southwest comer of the compound
and he gave me adrenalin. That
saved my life.

Q: Was there ever anything
you were prevented from
doing or seeing while in con
finement?

Yeah,
I
wanted
to
see
sunlight. My cell didn't have any
wmdows at all. Fresh air. The lit
tle things that you can see every
day. I wanted to look at the trees.
We couldn't look outside. It was
incredibly depressing.

DRABBLE
l'm so� that the ofnce.r
\n..-olved was probabl"i
new, and dtd not real\ze
that 1 am th.e. editor of
the colleqe newspaper.
and 'ler'{ famoos.

_
_
__

captivity?

Q: You mean, you weren't
taken outside for exercise?

The only time I really feared I
was going to die was when they
stripped us naked and searched our
cell. They tossed everything--our
mattresses, pencils, pictures of our
families--everything, out into the
hall. Then they put guns to our
heads and threatened to shoot us. ·
We
called
that
search
the
"Gestapo Raid." They had their
golden opportunity then to kill us,
but they didn't.

Hardly at all. The total num
ber of times we were allowed out
side to exercise was five in 14
months of captivity.

Q: Did you ever accept the
fact that you were a hostage?
I guess you wouldn't say I ac
cepted it. I lived by a code of con
duct I learned in the Marine Corps
and have used the majority of my
adult life. I always accepted the
fact that I would be locked up for a
certain amount of time.
But
whenever the opportunity arose, I
knew I was going to escape.

This was after your
Q:
solitary confinement, right?
Right. I was in solitary con
finement for forty-five days for
trying to escape. Then they put me
back into a room with Don Hoh
man. We called it the dungeon

Did you ever fear for
Q:
your life while you were in

Th e whole
never called my wife.
stu
ty
�t t? get
thing was a publici
n t ap
dtd
I
and
ed
lect
re-e
this guy
ffee
Co
.
preciate it at all. The Rev
es
not
en
giv
s
wa
He
.
came over, too
and he
es
tag
hos
the
of
e
by som
ians .
turned them over to the Iran

since the room was so dirty and
filthy. Then they isolated me again
for another forty-two days.

Q: Were you ever angry at
the Iranians for what they
did to you?

Angry?
Yes, when you're
you're
being
slapped
around
angry. But I was blindfolded most
of the time, so all I could do was
scream at them.

his
Q: L. Bruce La ign en sen t
be
to
nse
lice
old driver's
n
whe
nd
renewed in Ma ryla
nd
he was a hostage. We fou
that interesting since he ob
k
viou sly tho ugh t he'd be bac
do
r
eve
you
to use it. Did

Q: Did you ever find out
about the trips that were
made to Iran by various
dignitaries during your cap
tivity?

any thin g like that?

Yes. I sent my property tax
n
form back to the Hum bold t Cou
ty tax assessor, saying that I
couldn't make it in person since I
was locked up. He understood.

The only trip I knew about
was a congressman from Idaho.
He said he was going to call my
wife when he got back, and he
didn't even know my name. He

Chinese Language and Cultural Studies
CLCS OFFERS:
•

Reasonable expenses

•

Concentrated study in Taiwan

•

•

Extensive course listing

•

Full university credit

ENTRY DATES:

Travel

4/1·6/12; 6/15·9/4; 9/21·12/18
$780; Housin� $200

First Quarter: Tuition

Accepting applications for all quarters
For Free Pamphlet and Information:

Chinese Language and Cultural Studies

22CITIES/15DAYS

�ien�ska

s�,. )our tr,l\·d agt'nt. Or gtve us a call at 800 �26

P.O. Box

No, I turned that
also a TV movie. It
invaded my privacy. I
to make others rich,
fact, my last speaking

is for May 7, and aft er
mo re.

HOSTAGE
(From page 1 )

faith in my country or my
asserted.
Even this faith, however
prepare him for the nation•
enthusiastic
dously
"There are no
response.
describe how I felt. It was a
bling experience that in itself
my life worthwhile," he said.
Belk will continue
various college campuses
his experiences in captivity
longer, and then hopes to
life-as-usual in his home
carolina.
A c;imple, no11-a�ll'hrihJ
be hard to manage for a
According to Belk, since
deal, people in South
I'm the best thing since

;

15563, Long Beach, CA 90815
(215) 597-3361

�04\l.

STANLEY H. KAPLAN

In \\ashtngl<rn. call800·562·5222.
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Cihes & Abroad
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E: 100-223-1712
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Permanent Centers open days eveni
ngs and
'
weekends.
Low hourly cost. Dedicated full-tim
e staff .
Complete TEST-n-TAPesm facilit
ies for revlew of
ass lesspns and su oolementarv
materials
ppor un1ty to make up missed lesso
ns.
·
Volumtnous home-study materials
constant! y
updated by researchers expert in
their field
Opportunity to transfer to and
continue stu Y 8 t
any of our over 85 centers.

SAN FRANCISCO (415) 433-1763
1 Security Pacific Pl. 94108
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w rite a book about Yo
ar
.
penences as a hostage?

Telephone:

MCAT• DAT·' SAT

LAST DAY TO

Q: Weren't you ... ............

CACHAREL
CHARDON
or maybe shirts or tops
GENO
GARY REED
so the situation demands a suit
PIERRE CARDIN
OSCAR De La RENTA
WE ALSO HAVE,
Slacks, Robes, Socks, Ties.
Underwear, Jogging shorts
'
Running suits, Belts, Vest
Cologne, Jewelry. Wall ts

e

Full· time Tallor for Alt
erations
Open daily 10-5:30, Thu
r til?

1503 St. Marks Plaza
Venetian Garden_ 95
1_9673

(From page

1)

proposal was not
Rather, with ASUOP
tley expects commensurau
tages.
"Presently, f.SUOP �
the list of prioritr. l-Jsers
Center,
behind
' athletics and PE n,.,,�nn...U
like intramurals,''
"With our
to be second, right
collegiate athletics.
Other advantages to
could include reducing tlr
ministrative charge that the
plans to levy for ASUOP
and making thr S30,00l
Social, whose budget is
funded by students,
sufficient.
But Hartley realizes
ultimate decision on any
support for the center will
the students, perhaps
endum next year.
"Once students
benefits of the
receptive to student
center I''
Hartley
1'
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Th e Ein pl oym en t G a me
Review the

Good L uck!
By Cheryl Darby
The time has come to review the basic steps for the winni ng
JO
· b
.
.
cam p a�g� wh'1ch h ave b een prev1o us ly d1scu
·
ssed in this column.
Begm !he J • : ''l \' ·' ' ,,f career development by
taking the first essential
dentJty. 1. h1s can be done by recogn
step: Self-t
izing you strengths and
weak nesses and your likes and dislikes.
In d?ing �,,, ) U� .ue determining which direction to go. This will
help you 1de nt1fy a s uJtable ?c.cupatio n, which is the next step.
_
�o make the n u h t dec1s� on, consid er four things. These are your
. .ttes and talents, the environ ment you
desire to work within your
ab1h
.
'
dual, a n d finally, your values.
motivauon as l t ! i
Th� ability to pred ct your own �uccess or failure is a major deter
min ant m choc ' ' I I · ' ntable occupatio n. A vocational test can be taken
at the Career Planning and Placemen t Center on campus which will aid
you in occup�t .un c:>.ploration.
1 t>l_eted. _become familiar with the field� related
One� thiS '
to
your particular occupati onal mterest by using library or Placeme nt Cen
By doing this you'll expand your knowledge in the
ter resources.
su rrou nding areas of you interest.
Another . ..:-.v . nmended step is to deal with those who have suc
cessfully reached their goal in the occupation you wish to pursue.
The job s 1 1 , 1 ; the next step. It is advisable to be svstematic and
organized in your efforts. Use the Career Planning and Pfacement Cen- .
ter; the staff '' d! b\· happy to assist you in providing source information
prospective
employers.
Literature
and identifying
describing
organ izations and employment opportunities for college graduates is also
available ther•

Why call it Grace Co vell, Farley, Weber
Every day students who live in
dorms with such names as Werner,
Farley or John Ballantyne attend
classes in Weber or Sears Hall, study
in the Irving Martin Library, and eat
meals in Grace Covell Dining Hall.
Practically every �ilding on
campus is named after some figure in
Pacific's past, not to mention entire
colleges such as Elbert Covell and
Raymond-Callison.
Who are these people who share
their names with buildings and in
stitutions on campus, and why were
they chosen as namesakes in the first
place?

!

When choosing employers of your occupational interest, know your
level of comn • 1 1 • n �· • • • , the type of environment you prefer, and t he star
ting salary being offered. Select 20 to 2 5 employers for starters.
Once y01 , · , ,. rh. ,sen prospective employers, you are ready to write
your resume. The decision to interview is usually based on the evaluation
of the resume.
Therefor( t h : . d ocument must create a clear, concise, and ... uppor
tive image. It will briefly outline your education, work experience, in
terests and mu:.l l l l l l.l\,rtant-your career objectives.
Different , : viC'� can be used in resume writing. The �hronological
approach is the most common style used. This is outlined in descending
'
ecent events first.
order, with t�
Attached to your resume, the appliction letter is preparation for

level of comn1 t m�: m , and convince the employer that you are the person
to interview and po�sibly to hire. Personalize your letter by using the
name of a person •n ··harge of hiring.
The writing of your resume and application letter is preparation for
the all importan• · u l �rview. This interview is automatic:llly guaranteed
for all UOP students with recruiters who visit our campus.
The inte1 ' IcY. Y. l ll usually last 20-2 5 minutes. In that time you must
identify you r , d f t0 t he employer, who then makes an analy�is based on
your positive points, and decides if you are fit for the job.
Previou� " ut i- �:xperience, goals, academic route, and per�onal in
Expect
formation n 1 1 ' ' b� condensed into that amount of time.
questions like, "What are your goals?" and "Why did you apply to this

'

particular co� n pauy ! '
Verbal communica tion is essential; employers are interested in
proud, open-m inded people.
" e and don't be introverted but don't act egotistical
Don't e;,;,
either. Be honesl , realisti�. and answer consistently and explicitly.
Practice pre!·• " ' " ' "' yourself neatly, politely and expressi-. ely -it may
·

determine your future in tiff:.
1uld be planned and carefully followed by every
These st . 1
of luck to
college graduate who hopes for a successful career. The best
you all!
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Flashback
By Julie Lyons

basics and

Pa cifican

Burns

Tower,

like

several

campus buildings, is named
after a figure from UOP' s
past.

question, there appear to be two
categories
into
these
which
namesakes fall: 1) Those who have
served Pacific outstandingly, and 2)
Those who have given outstandingly
large sums of money to the school.
Among the first group, perhaps
the most well known are former
presidents Burns and Knoles, in
whose honor Burns Tower and Knoles
Hall are named.
Several of the Quad dorms are
named after former faculty members
who greatly contributed to Pacific's
academic programs. Farley House
named after a former Dean of C.O.P.
Dr. Fred Farley, who first came to
Pacific in 19 18 and became a well
respected and loved figure on cam
pus.
Similarly, Casa Werner, was
named in honor of a past UOP
history professor, Dr. Gustavus Wer
ner.
The namesake for Ritter House,
Ovid H. Ritter, was not only a faculty
member but also became comptroller
As comp
of the college in 1 930.
Lroller, Ritter is said to have helped
C.O.P. emerge financially stable
from the depression and World War
II.
Perhaps the most surprisingly
inauspicious building, considering its
namesake, is Bannister Hall, named
after C.O.P.'s founding president
Edward Bannister. Owen Hall, direc
tly adjacent to Bannister, is also
named after one of the school's
founding fathers, Isaac Owen.
The second category of campus
namesakes is comprised of some of
Pacific's generous benefactors. The
cluster colleges, in fact, were named
in honor of their major contributors.
Raymond College, the first of
the clusters, received a large en
dowment of 3 ,500 acres of rich farm
land worth $ 1 ,500,000 from Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Raymond.
Likewise
Callison College received an en
dowment of property worth $2 .5
million from Dr. and Mrs. Fred
Callison to establish the school's

?

•

• • •

.., ...
...,..- --..,...,.....

Asian studies curriculum.
Finallv.
Elbert Covell College was named in
nonor of the benefactor of the same
name.
When planning a new library at
Pacific in 1 947, President Burns per
suaded Irving Manin Sr. , publisher
of the Stockton Record, to contribute
$ 12 5 ,000 to the effort.
Thus our
library now bears his name.
Other campus namesakes include
the largest living group on campus,
Grace Covell, named after the
generous Trustee Grace A. Covell,
and Sears Hall and Morris Chapel, .
which were also named in honor of
their benefactors.
The namesake practice continues
today at UOP as seen with Alex G.
Spanos Center.
Just think, for donating a few
extra million, we can all have our
names enshrined at UOP for eternity!

President Burns

FROM $28*PER DAY

*THIS PRICE INCWDES=ALL TRANSPORTATION ;
ACCOMMODATIONS ;
SIGHTSEEING ; AND
TWO MfAlS A DAY!
The only requ1rement t o qualify for th1s spec1al travel offer IS that you're young
and want to enjoy yourself . There are 16 exciting tours to choose from rn C .C.T:s
f u l l -<:olor brochure. And , on top of all thrs we can get vou to
all new F R E E
Europe wtth unbeatable charter prices. Call toll free for your f ree brochure;

1 981
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Pro g ra m s C o u n c i l c h oose s offic ers

Pacif ic Programs Council has
selected their new chairpersons for
next year.
They are as follows:

Diaz to n a r rate
Spanish theate r
Jo rge
internationally
Diaz,
known playwright, will narrat e a
dramatic program of scenes from
CQntemporary Spanish theater in the
Long Theater of the University of the
acific at 7 : 30 p.m. Sunday May
Oth .

r

"Lo$ Trabalengua' , ' a troup e
comp rised
of professiona l actors � nd
two pla
ywrights is based in Madnd.
As recipients of a grant from the
SJ>a nish-North
Joint
American
ommitt ee for Cultural Activities,
lo� Trabalenguas"
is cur �ently
tounng
U.S. cities and present mg a
re rto
pe ire which include s special
llrogra ms for school children .

Chairperson of the Council, Allen
Wong; Treasurer/Secretary, Paula
Gordon;
Marc
Cinema,
Hayse;
Culture and Art co-chair, Stephanie
Wilderness Ex
Pacific
Mizrahi;
perienc e, Tisha Madison; Recreation,
Steve Cole; Special Projects, Cyndi
Paley;
Dan
Video,
Hudso n;
Rathskellar co-chair, Brooke Burton

and Mike Papanek.
Pacific Programs Council is
lookin g for new committee members.
If you have an interest in the
Programs Counc il, stop by the
University Center Director's office

STUDEN TS
INSURANCE COSTS TOO HIGH?
LOW RATES FOR QUALIFIED STUDENTS
CALL OR COME IN FOR A QUOTE
DUTCHER INSURANCE
4422 N. Pershing A ve
Stockton, CA 95207

BUDGET PA YMENTS

--- ·s
---- �mplete
Center for Business
& Recreation I

478-2450

Cheri Loeppke
Agent

between 9 and 5 p.m.

�

We're Stockton's newe'it convention center. With the
addition of our brand new Holidome I ndoor Recreation
Center, we're Stockton's recreation center as wel l !
Expanded Convention Capacity
Meeting & Banquet faci l ities for groups of

•

loom to sleep In needed by Chine se
Udent for one week onJy (May S "'ay 12) will pay $5.00 per day. Call
Conrue
1 -9 1 6-967- 1 805 ,
Archer

�

CQUect.

needed for
ural
Chi�� art , history, and cult �er
It at Stockto n shop ping cen
f
g May 6 thru May 1 2 . Dl
tllenin
erent
$3 . 50 p�r
hours available.
h
ect m
� r. Call Connie Archer coll
o l -916-967- 1 805.
Ideal for
ental students.

lloats

��

and

hostesses

�
�

!"11&
�tura1
cber

s
fu, judo, a nd karate stu�ent
ese
Cedect to demonstrate at Chm 
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1 2 to 600!

A 1 5,000 sq. ft. Indoor Tropical Paradise with all types of
recreation ! Indoor/Outdoor Swimming Pool , Sauna, Whirlpoo l .

•

Th e Grocer Restaurant
Unusual breakfast items, daily l u ncheon specials, steak & seafood
d inners . . . and a l l our menu items are avai l able for room service!

•

Stephanies

•

1 94 luxurious Guest Room1

•

Stockto n's l i vely night spot! It's all new & full of act1on !
Newly redecorated and designed for your comfort.

Boat Dock
We're built on San Joaquin Delta Channel, fed from San
Francisco Bay .
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ENTER TAINMENT

i

Sto ckton 's best food
fo und a t Chez Pierre
By Kevin Bartram
Edllor·l.o.Chltf

I found it !
No, I haven't found what you
think. I simply have found the best
This fine
�estaurant in Stockton.
French eatery is located on the first
floor of the new Hilton hotel (March
Lane) and is known as Chez Pierre.
Chez Pierre boasts the most
scrumptious food, the most cour
teous service and the most elegant
atmosphere of any restaurant I have
yet to dine at in the valley.
Though a new restaurant, Pierre
boasts a very experienced and ob
viously well-trained staff, including a
head cook who has come to the Delta
city via France.
As previously stated, the service
here is superior to any I have ever
before experienced. A very formal
atmosphere exists at Pierre, yet I
found no stuffiness in the waiters or
host. All try very hard to make the
customer feel quite at ease and the
meal is very relaxing. In short, the
service really makes the meal.
As for the selection of food and
bevera�es. the menu is not too exten
sive nor is the wine list, but the
quality of all is what really counts.
The appetizer selection was tempting,
but I feared getting overstuffed and
eventually found that my intuitions
were correct .
Among the appetizer choices are
Italian ham, Escargots and fettuc
cine.
M y partner and I each chose to
order house salads, which turned out
to be comprised of very crisp lettuce
and various vegetables; very simple
but very high quality. Freshly ground
pepper, applied by one of Pierre's
waiters topped off this fine begin
ning . The h ighlight of the meal was
(as could be predicted) the entree. We
had to choose from a list that in
cluded fllet of petrale sole, shrimp
and
with
shallots
sauteed
a boneless chicken
mushrooms,
breast marinated in wine or various
cuts of fme steaks and veal. Also ap
pearing on the menu is a tempting
roast rack of lamb dish that is C8,...w'ed

Kelly G arrett comes to Stockto n May 3

elly G arret to croon
t U O P Conservatory
By Sharon Khazoyan
Staff Writer

Vocalist Kelly Garrett will per
with the UOP Jazz Band, direc
by Tony Kissane, in the Conser
Auditorium on May 3, at 8
The concert will also feature the

band, Hot Jam . They will
the Jazz Band in several
specially arranged for the con
All Hot Jam band members are
graduates, and have been per
together for five years.
Garrett will be the star of the
second half of the program,
such songs as, "I Love You
Today Than Yesterday" by
Wind, and Fire, and " Since I
You" by Barbra Streisand.
has been a guest on the
Douglas Show, ' ' ' 'The Merv
Show , " and the " Dinah
Show. " She also has perform
the "Tonight Show, " and has
with Johnny Carson in Las
has performed on Broadway
and received a Tony nomina
for her co-�tarring role with

Chapin in "The Night That

America famous . "
Critic John Simon said, " Kelly

Pa cifica n

can probably sing anything. "
Among the songs being performed by the J au Band are "Chase the
Clouds Away" by Chuck Mangione,
" Don't Let the Sun Go Down on
Me" by Maynard Ferguson, "Love
for Sale" by Buddy Rich, and " La
Fiesta" by Chick Corea.
Tickets are $3 .50 for the general
public and $ 1 .50 for students. They
are available at the UOP record store,
the Delta College Box Office, Miracle
Music, and at the door the night of
the concert .
The Jazz Band will also be per
forming in the University Center on
Friday, May 1 , at 1 2:00 noon.

at the customer's table.
Well, my partner chose the
' Escalope De Veau Piccata' , a choice
she never regretted. This veal was
covered with cooked crab legs and
white wine sauce. The wine sauce
really made this a superior dish, sure
to please any palate.
'Entrecote
the
consumed
I
Diane' which was a fairly large-sized
filet of tenderloin. The meat was
smothered in a fantastic-tasting
sauce, which the waiter prepared at
our table on a portable stove on a
cart. The meat was quickly dipped
in the sauce as it heated in a pan. Af
ter the filet was placed on my plate,
the rest of the sauce was poured over
it.
At this point, I was feeling quite
comfortable, but it was now time for
dessert.
For dessert preparation, our very
friendly waiter wheeled out the por
table stove and proceeded to dump a
whole cube of butter and a very large
cup of sugar into a pan. Then came
the addition of some liqueurs and a
The seemingly
little Bacardi 1 5 1 .
well-trained waiter then filled the pan
with flame and added the fire to
pieces of "spirally" cut orange and
lemon peels. Cut strawberries were
then thrown into this concoction and
the whole mixture was poured over a
thin crepe which was covering a scoop
of vanilla ice cream . This rich dish
was called 'Crepes Madrid' and top
ped off this absolute top-notch meal
stupendously.
Chez Pierre offers the finest
cuisine of any restaurant in the near
vicinity as well as absolutelv elegant
atmosphere and very sincere and well
For a real
trained service people.
treat, take a date, take your parents .
or take a pal to the first floor of the
Hilton.
Whoever you treat, at least in
clude yourself on this eating venture.
You will not regret it .

Five Pacifi c performe rs
star in Stoc kton theatre
By Greg Smitb
Staff Writer

Five UOP students will headline
The Stockton Civic Theatre's last
production of the current season in
"Oh, Kay ! " .
The show, a musical comedy by
George and Ira GershWin, will star
student actors Melissa Rieger, Bob
Bejan, Kristopher Klucznik, John
Brett and Liz Ward.
It will open Friday, May 1 , for
weekend performances through May
30.
The show is based on the book
by Guy Bolton and P.G. Wodehouse.
It begins with the Duke, played by
up
taking
Gliessman,
John
bootlegging with the family yacht to
improve the noble treasury. Assisting
in the enterprise are his sister Kay,
played by Melissa Reiger, and rum
runner Shorty McGee, played by
Glenn Pierson.
The hiding place for their illicit
cargo of liquor is the Long Island
�state of wealthy Jimmy Winter,
played by Bob Bejan. Jimmy is quite
the ladies' man and is currently

married (sort of) to Constance,
played by Barbara Cechetti . She is the
daughter of Judge Appleton, played
by Bob Todd.
Keeping the plot bubbling along
is Larry, a likeable "lounge lizard, "
played b y Kristopher Klucznik. The
revenue officer, played by John
Brett, and his assistant, played by Per
Ostlund, are thoroughly confused by
all the happenings at the Winter
estate.
Tickets may be reserved by
calling the Box Office at 463-68 1 3 at
any time, day or night. However all
reservations must be picked up by
8 : 1 5 p.m. of the day of the perfor
The
mance or they will be sold.
theater box office wiU be open from 1
to 5 p.m. Thursdays, Fridays and
Saturdays during the run of the show.
All seats not sold by 8:25 p.m.
each evening may be purchased by
students with ID cards, for $ 1 .00 each
on a first come, first served basis.
In addition to Friday and Satur
day performances at 8:30 p.m., one
Sunday matinee on May 1 7 at 2 : 30
p.m., and a Thursday performance
on May 28 at 8 :30 p.m. will be given.

STU D E NT SPEC IAL
5x 1 0
3 months for the price of 2

a

M I N I WAR EHOUSE
1 9 1 9 N. Broadway, Stockton, CA 9 5 2 0 5
Ph. 4 6 2- 1 6 9 5
7 a . m . to 6 p . m .

Things would have gone differently today.

DON 'T LUG THAT. STU FF
HOME TH IS SUMMER
Instead, why not sto,. it

with your IOCIII Bekins

•

•

•

•

Moving It

Storege Agent who it only 2 mil• from lht UOP cempus.

We11 give you 1 warehou• recelJjt for lht goods you bring
us and all you hiiVe to do is pick them •· Milt Fell .

only si ngs her songs superlatively,
also acts them--indeed becomes
"

Accor ding

to

Peter

Reilly

of

Review magazine, " It is the
in h er voice that makes Garrett

am ong today's singers . . . Kelly

.0
ao

A m brosia
Inte rviewed

Ambrosia, who entertained UOP
with their concert on March
join Kimball Coburn for an in
int erview on KUOP's " In

program.
presentation will air Wed 
May 6, at 7 p . m .
on e-hour show will contain
mrl'l"\/ "'"'� and music from this
Southern California band.

We' re the different movin g
company

l,�!l�la.

734 Wilshire Avenue, Stockton, California 95201

(Adjacent to the I� Fr"way and the Stockton D"p Watar Channel l
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This is the aftermath of a hurricane that left 400 dead in Corpus Christi
in 19 19. Red Cross was called in after the damage was done.

When Hurricane Allen hit Corpus Christi in 1980, Red Cross was

there before the disaster struck-to help people prepare and evacuate.

We were there during the crisis to help provide relief. A nd, afterwards,
we were there to help the victims m i n i m ize their pain. Hurricane Allen
claim ed two lives in Corpus Christi .

e

One hundred years of experience with disaster has taught us that

being prepared for it is half the battle .

Find out how you can help your com m unity to be prepared . Call
your local Red Cross chapter today.

Red Cross: Ready for a new century.

22 CITIES/15 DAYS

�ien�

�
n Or gtve •• a cal l at 800 - 4 26· 5049. In Washmgton. ca11 800 · 562·5222.
Set' your t raV • l a ge t ·
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Karen 's Com me nts

•

The Tigers lead off their last
seven baseball games with a three
series
game
against
first-place
Nevada-Reno
University
this
weekend.
Pacific plays the Wolfpack
tonight at 7:30 p.m. at Billy Hebert
Field in Stockton and will play a
doubleheader here tomorrow at
noon. UOP is 1 -2 against UNR this
year after a three-game series in
Reno.
After coming off of a six-game
slump, the Tigers have won two of
their last four &ames. Two of those
were exhibition games, though, and
were not recorded on the Tigers
current 23-24 overall record.
Tuesday
the
played
Tigers
Fresno State in a make-up game. But
as the score reflected, Pacific was
unable to make up deficit runs, losing
to the Bulldogs 6-S .
Fresno scored four of the runs in
the last three innings, as the Tigers
committed two errors, allowing two
unearned runs to score. The Bulldogs
also led off the scoring with a run in
the ftrst inning.
Pacific bounced back though,
scoring two runs off of a homerun by
Pat Tobin in their half of the ftrst.
From then on, the score teeter
tottered between the two teams, with
Fresno tying in the second, and UOP
going ahead in the fifth.
Pacific went ahead 3-2 following
singles by Tobin and Mike Jackson,
and a sacrifice fly by Dave Y ahnian
that scored Tobin.
Fresno then went ahead in the
seventh with two runs and UOP tied
it up in the bottom of the seventh.
After Joe Carrozzi was safe by an
error on Fresno's second baseman,
Carrozzi stole second and was scored
on a squeeze play by Yahnian.
Fresno then took the lead again with
single runs in the eighth and ninth innings.
The Tigers loaded the bases in
the ninth with only one out, but left
men on base, scoring only one run.
In all, UOP left 14 men on base that
game.
The loss brought Pacific's league

Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

Y e a r e n d s ; w ith it
g o es trad iti o n
When the Tigers open their football season Sept. 5,
something will be missing: Tony Sauro.
Sauro's relationship with UOP dates back as far as
197 1 . From 1971-74 he was Pacific's sports information

director .
After leaving that position , he didn' t roam far from
He then got a job writing sports for the
UOP sports.
Stockton Record, and we have since been graced with his
accounts of Pacific football , basketball, and various other
UOP athletics.
Sauro, who has been said to have a large album collec
tion , now wri tf>s for !�e" Record 's entertainment section ,
writing a music column on Sundays. He concluded his sports
writing with this year 's basketball season .
One of the most noteworthy elements in Sauro's realm
as a sportswriter was his insight and objectivity. As a former
employee of UOP, Tony's insight into the athletic depart
ment was above that of the average journalist . Although
many of his friends were (and still are) part of the university ,
he was able to rise above his friendships and present his
stories objectively.
On the other hand there were/are weaknesses on which
he could have capitalized, and he could have easily shed a
poor light. But again, he presented both the pros and cons
and left the rest to the reader. For this he is to be commen
ded.
As a journalist, Tony is dedicated and committed . An
example of this occurred when he got his story in despite suf

fering from food poisoning on a road trip (Southwest
Louisiana) .
Tony is a pleasure to work with . He's very intelligent,
well rounded pt>rc-Prtiv(' wittv anti fri entily
Sauro, a graduate of University of Arizona, is married
with two chilJ1 t!H, and has al w ay � �llJO)t:J spoits. As far as
personal involvement , he has played ice hockey.
Thanks, Tony, for setting such a good example and for
all that you've done for Pacific . We'll definitely miss you in
sports.
Another individual who will not be returning to Tiger
ranks next year is Head Trainer Roland Pang. Pang has
been with the training program for 3 years.
Roland has been a very concerned individual and has
always given "service with a smile." We'll miss you Roland.
Thanks.
� � � � � � ..... � � � � � � � �

And now , my parting words as the year comes to an
end. I 'm not a senior (yes, I 'll be back . Too bad, huh?), so I
can 't talk about graduation .
So to those that are
graduating . . . Congratulations and good luck senior athletes.
Special thanks to the many people who have made my
journalistic experience such a pleasure this year . Thanks
Ken & Rick in the sports information office for your endless
help.

Tuesday the UOP at hletic depart
ment held its 8th annual Scholar
Athlete Rl!cognition luncheon . (Jver
80 student athletes were reco6nized
for their success in both academic and
athletic endeavors at UOP.
In order to qualify for this
honor, the students must have at least
a 3 .0 cumulative GPA, in addition to
lettering in an intercollegiate sport
while attending UOP. This is no easy
achievement , considering that the in
dividual must put in time on the prac
tice field as well as in the classroom.
Ed Betz former Dean of Men,
and UOP athletic representative for
over 40 years was on hand to make a
speech describing the purpose behind
the scholar-athlete. After this year,
the luncheon will be renamed after
Betz.
Among some of the awards
presented were the Scholar-Athlete
Award . and the Broderick Award.
Recipients of the Scholar-Athlete
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Awards were Rick Howard, three
years a starter on the football team,
as well as team captain;
Paula
Moore, team captain and twice voted
MVP in swimming; and Patty Berg,
an All-American in volleyball.
Berg, a graduating senior, added
two more awards to her already long
list of accomplishments. She was also
named as the conference Student
Athlete and was the recipient of the
prestigious Broderick Award.
The Broderick Award is similar
to the Heisman Trophy given to out
standing football players.
Berg, by receiving the award, has
earned the right to be considered the
Most Valuable woman volleyball
player
in
the
nation.
This
automatically nominates her for the
Broderick Cup, which is given to the
Most Valuable woman athlete in the
.
nation .
Past recipients are such as Nancy,
Lieberman and Ann Myers.
Congratulations
to
all
the
scholar-athletes for their outstanding
feats .
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UOP baseball goes against N evada-Reno
tonight In one of their final ' 8 1 series. Pic-
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Send us your letter or
postcard and we' ll pay you
$5 0 for every request we use
and perhaps put you on tv.
Write to: "You Asked For It"
'
P. O. Box 710,
Hollywood Ca. 90028

t

With 2�

Exotic and interesting places
• Dangerous adventures and exciting acti
on
• The bizzarre and the occult
• Odd or unusual occurrances
• Human interest stories
• Spectacular scientific achievem
ents
• Unique show business and sport
s
personalities
• Funny people , places and thi
ngs
I
• Or anything else you'd like
to see or know about.

Sch olar a thle tes honore d ;
Berg receives Broderick
Writer

;: �

•

Sorry for any toes that I may have stepped on this year,
it was all in the walk of journalism .
Last but not least , much success to the spring sports that
have yet to complete their seasons. May it be a happy finish .
May your summers be all you want . . .

Staff

ninth.
Leading hitters for the Tigers
were Jackson, 4 for S, who scored
one run; Tobin, 3 for 5, homerun,
scored two runs, and had two RBI's;
and Yahnian, who was l for 2 with a
sacrifice fly and a squeeze bunt that
got him two RBI's.
"We just had a lack of clutch
hitting, leaving 14 men on base," said
Head Coach Tom Stubbs. "We were
not sacrificing properly, " he added .
Last Saturday the Tigers played
the Alumni, winning for the first time
in three years, -a- 1 . Pitching was split
between Bret Watson, Rick Paulsen,
Paul Vakay, and Ron DuHamel . The
foursome held the Alumni to six hits.
Carrozzi was the leading varsity hit
ter, going 3 for 3. Rob Stransky had

0
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By Tina Tseng

record to 6-6, giving them third place
in the second half of league . This
made the fifth loss for UOP pitcher
Rob Schilling, putting his record at 9 5 . Schilling went eight innings and
was replaced by Greg Unger in the
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Staff Writer

week Pacific's women's soft

from a
e returnedd victorious
t�
oste by the University
h

evada, Reno.

The field consisted
N 6 teams and had a double
!
format .
began the Thursday
tournament by
Sierra Junior College,
morning 8-0. Becky Smith
ning pitcher.
win
the
Later that afternoon, the Lady
demolished Stanislaus State by

an overwhel ming 16-0
score. Pitcher
Theresa Flores pick�d
up the win.
Th e next day Pacific
took on
Po �tla n State wh ich is
ranked No. 2
nau onw 1de . UO P overca
me them 1 0 , wit h Flores pitching
that game
also .

�

On Saturday the Lad y Tigers lost
thei r one and only game of the
tour
nament, �o Oregon State Univers
ity,
l -0. Srruth was the pitcher
for that
game .
With no breaks in between the
actio n, Pacific then took on the
Univ ersit y of Nevada, Reno . Twelve

•
t Changes in Pep Squad
Stude nts at UOP can expect

to
whole new look in the school's
. �.r1e<1u'"'l!> and songleading squads
3

year.

The program, under the direcof Pam Scott, the new
'A!trlelaoing advisor, and former
cheerleader, has added new
to its former structure.
For instance, next year there will
two separate squads, one conof chel!rleaders and the other
solely of songleaders.
of the approximately 30
in
participated
that
1\pril
9th,
eight
(four men and four
and six songleaders were

Smith, head cheerleader,
forward to next year and
�-----..t•ked, "Both squads look really
People will definitely see a lot
hnrnw•ml"r:l "
Also next year, students will
the presence of a team mascot
appropriately ' 'Super Tiger . ' '
Currently, the squads are plan
various fund-raisers so that they
be able to travel to more away

Intramural winners
Wimer Term and Spring In
champions may pick up
T-shirts am• certificates at the
Office any time on Wed-

Since it was a double elimination
tournament, UOP needed to defeat
Oregon State twice before being vic
tors of the tournament.
The overall batting average of
the team was approximately .290 .

Five team members found themselves
batting over .300, and Laura Saulter
was the top batter with an average of
.490 .
Reynolds commented, "at the
beginning of the season 1 said this was
a power bitting team, and I think we
proved it in this tournament. There
were five really good teams par
ticipating and we had to play well to
win. "
The team's current season record
stands at 22- 1 4.
The only other games listed on
Pacific's schedule are the regionals,
held May 7 ,8, and 9, in Arizona.

Sports Briefs •

nesday, May 1 3 , from 9 a.m. to S
p.m. Captains will pick up shirts for
all team memb ers. Please know in
advance the sizes you will need.
Thank you .

e Men's Tennis

Tuesday, the UOP's men's ten
nis team succumbed to the University
of Santa Clara, 3-6.
The match, held on Santa
Clara's campus, proved to be a
disappointment to the Tigers.
Pacific was tied at 3-3 after
singles play, but failed to win any of
the three remaining doubles matches.
UOP currently has an overall
season record of 1 3- 1 0.
The Tiger<; nlaved Sonoma State
University, here, Thurc;d ay, but
match scores were unavailable at press
time.
Paci fic travels to Santa Barbara
May 4-5 for the PCAA champion
shi,·�

e Me11 , women's swimming

·

hits were compiled in the game,
amounting to a 6-0 win for UOP pit
cher Flores. Flores, "pitching hot,"
according to Coach Bucky Reynolds,
took the win.
Flores then went on to pitch the
next two games against Oregon State,
in which the Lady Tigers won 8-4,
and 5-2 respectively.

N o w , du ring the off season,
UOP Aquatics Director Dennis
Nugent 1s oc... upied in recruiting
swimmer!. and water polo players to
benefit the UOP program .
From this year's squad, the
women 's team captain and a junior
male swimmer will be leaving, after
three year5. Paula Moore, the year's
captain, received the award for the
Most Inspirational Player, as did the
men's captain, Rob Anslow.
Other award winners were junior
Joan Siering, Most Valuable; fresh
man Natalie Soboleski, Most Im
proved; and Debbie Barben, w o
received the Tom Kenney Memonal
Award. The Lady Tigers will also

�

lose graduating Amy Tasnady.
Honor winners for the men were
junior
Dave
McAlpine,
Most
Valuable; freshman Tom Wilson,
Most Improved; junior Rob Redfern,
also Most Improved; and Rob Case,
who received the Tom Kenney
Memorial Award. The men will lose
Anslow and Steve Wardlow to
graduation, in addition to Redfern.

e Football Alumni game

The Tiger football team will
close out its 20-day spring practice
with a game against a strong UOP
alumni team, tomorrow at 1 1 a.m. in
Pacific Memorial Stadium.
Admission will be $3, with
children under 12 free when accom
panied by parents. The public is also
invited to tonight's steak dinner. The
cost is $ 1 2.50. The evening starts at
6:30. For more information call 9462474, or 946-2472.
The game will be the last outing
for Toledo's varsity squad until it
assembles in August to begin
preparation for the 198 1 opener,
Sept . S, against Central Michigan.

e Women's Soccer

Lady Tiger's soccer will close out
their season this weekend at Stanford
in the Northern California playoffs.
This tournament eonsists of all 10
teams in the league, split into 2
divisions according to league stand
ings. The top five teams will play for
the championship, and the bottom
five will compete for sixth through
tenth place.
e Women's Tennis
The UOP women's tennis team
will host the NorCal Championships

Everybo�y
�er!
love s a

{
::1

�

�
.

...

here in Stockton today, tn11nnrrn"" I &
and Sunday. Action begins 8 a.m all
The Tiger lacrosse team, currently 4-6 and fourth place In
three days.
league, will play Cal Berkeley tomorrow at 1 p . m . on UOP's
The Lady Tigers are currently 4-1
and in second place in NorCal stand
Intramural field. Above UOP's Greg Zatman battles with an
ings. Tuesday they downed the USF
opponent.
Dons in a league match.

Men, women's basketball see good recruiting
By Walter Wlebelbaus
News Editor

It wasn't a "Terry Liskevych
recruiting year" for UOP's women's
and men's basketball, but a good
recruiting year, no less, according to
the head coach of the women's team,
Mark French.
to
referrir r
was
French
Liskevych 's (women's volleyball head
coach) signing of "the tvp twv
players in the nation" and was com
paring it to his own off-season ac
tivities.
French reported Monday the
signing of two Northern Californians
and a Southern Californian to
national letters of intent, for the
women's 1 98 1 -82 basketball season.
They are Renee Brown of Vacaville,
Sandv Klein of Auburn, and a
resident of Mission Viejo, Melanie
Whitenack.
Brown, a 6-foot- 1 -inch forward,
is a "big, strong, powerfur girl" who
will "help us a lot inside," said Fren
ch .
Brown, who was also hotly pur
sued by UC Berkeley, was twice
named team's most valuable player,
All League of the Monticello Empire
League twice, and a two-time league

MVP. She averaged 1 5.4 points and
8.6 rebounds per game.
Klein is a 5-foot-9-inch guard
who averaged approximately 14 points
and eight rebounds an outing last
year. She was uamed to the second
Team AI! League as a freshman and
first Team All-League three times.
Whitenack, a 5-foot-9-inch guard, is
described by French as being "an
outstanding shooter" who could fill
the shoes of graduating senior Karen
Peets.
Men's recruiting looks up

The 1981 -82 men's basketball
team, with the loss of stars Ron Cor
nelius and Reggie Love, have locked
their sights on height.
Head Coach Dick Fichtner an
nounced that he has succeeded in
signing three Northern California
prep stars, a Southern California high
school standout and a transfer
student from local San Joaquin Delta
College.
The recruits are Rich Anema of
Lodi, Malcom Davison of Stockton,
Dave Karkenny of Northridge, Kevin
Crabtree of Wheatland, and Andy
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So ft ba l l s c ore s in R en o T ourn ey

BY Tina Tseng

Pacifican

Rodgers of Gridley.
Anema, an excellent shooter
playing for Tokay High School of
Lodi led the San Joaquin Athletic
Asso iation (SJAA) in scoring and
rebounding in 1980-198 1 , averaging
23 .2 points and 1 2 rebounds per
game. He was selected to the Ali
NorCal team and was honored as the
SJAA co-MVP. He stands at the 6foot-8-inch mark.
Crabtree, 6 feet 7 inches tall, was
a three-year starter at Wheatland and
was chosen as the Butte View League
MVP in his senior year. He led his
team to a league title with a 20-2
record while scoring 16.7 points and
ripping down 1 7 rebounds per game.
Fichtnrr c1Pc:t',.;""� f'rabtrre as
"possesc:;.,A �real athletic �kills . "
Rodgers, a t o 1�c1 :> utches tall, is
yery quick and is an outstanding
jumper. A three-year starter, he led
his team to the Westside League
crown each of those years, running
up 55 straight conference victories.
Rodgers pumped in an average
of 22 points and grabbed 12 rebounds
enroute to receiving the league MVP
honors. Gridley finished the year 1 84 and was ranked as high at No. 5 in
the state among Division A schools.
Karkenny is a 6-foot- 1 1 -inch
giant who has just recently come into
his own. Playing second string at the
beginning of his senior season, he
blossomed and recently was selected
to the California All-Star Easter
The
Classic All-Tourney Team.
teams consisted of high school stars
from throughout Southern California.
The fmal recruit, Davison, stands
at 6 feet 9 inches tall. In 1 979-80
Davison led Delta College in scoring
as a freshman before transferring to a
Weaver State in Ogden Utah. He
only played in a few games at Weaver
before returning to Delta at mid
semester.
Davison will red-shin in the
198 1 -82 season, and will start playing
for UOP in 1982-83 to preserve his
college eligibility.
Fichtner doesn't believe any of
the newcomers will be able to crack
the starting five. The last player to
make the starting line-up as a fresh
man was UOP standout Cornelius.
Cornelius is currently being
sought by several NBA ball clubs, in
cluding the Los Angeles Lakers and
L.A.
the Golden State Warriors.
coach Jerry West has called several
times and has invited Cornelius to a
mini-camp on May 16 and 1 7 .

�
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Pacifican

Pa eifl e

Ca m p
I t occurred to me last weekend as I began
my graduation celebration that it's a damn
good thing that college only lasts four years.
Not even considering the financial im
plications of another year or two, the fact of the
matter is the human body cannot take much
more of this abuse. And when I stumble across
Knoles Lawn three weeks from now (probably .
in a near coma), I will truly begin, along with
the rest of the Class of ' 8 1 , a well-deserved and

�

The

By Pete r R a u sc h

··

�

G raduating Senior
Only very recently have I realized how right
she was .
Throug h all the things we've done in
college, the most memorable thing by far will be
the people we've done them with . That' s what

that. Surely college has been more than classes,
lectures and drunken orgies . And indeed it has!
Camp Pacific has been more than classrooms
and parties. Beyond the flooded lawns and the
ivy-covered buildings lies the most significant
part of the college experience: the people.
I remember many years ago as I prepared
to leave high school, I was quite upset at the
thought that I would never see many of my
friends again . A certain counselor took me
aside and told me this :
" You may think that the most important
things in your life are the things that you're
1eaving behind here, but what you don't realize
is that what you are about to begin will be the
most intense four years of your life. And the
relationships you will make in those years will
be more meaningful and long-lasting that all the
relationships you have right now . ' '

begin to wonder j ust what you've accomplished
here.
But you've accomplished a great deal .
You've written all those papers. You've
taken all those exams. You've finished all those
incompletes. AND you've made it to almost
half ('If tho"e nine o'clock cla�ses. You've made
it safely home after the wildest of parties and
those
of
one
every
survived
you've
hangovers . . . and lived to tell about it.
Now those are accomplishments!
But there must be more to college that

da_

�:

Final Re vie w

long overdue vacation.
I suppose it's in order to take a few minutes
to reflect on the Camp Pacific experience and
consider j ust what it has really meant .
The first thing that comes to my mind is
what an incredible financial setback this whole
ordeal has been. Somehow the joy of receiving
that diploma becomes greatly diminished when
along with it they hand you a loan repayment
book good for ten or fifteen THOUSAN D
dollars. And when you consider that you could
probably pay off most of those loans with the
money that you've spent on beer and other
recreational aids over the last four years , you
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college is really all about.
It seems like such a long time ago we
arrived in the dorms, half-excited and half
afraid, meeting each other for the first time. In
the years that followed we learned not only
about each other, but we've learned about our
selves. And as we've grown and matured we've

become a part of each other as well .
We've seen the best and the worst sides o f
ourselves. We've laughed with each other, at
each other, and at times, we've cried together .
We've talked to each other and about each
other. we:ve j udged each other and we've
We've lived
been judged by each other.
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tog eth er .
Bey ond that . . . what can we say?
to eac h oth er any Part
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t
sadne ss and the joy that will come a o111
handshake
that
and
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Gra dua tion Day ?
We can share no final word. We can
fade away . . .

Two coeds sexually moleste d by cycl ist

By Steve Ko
Stiff Writer

I wo UOP coeds w(re sexually
molested b} t h e ., , , n · ·-- � : . la'll

Tuesday mornmg, on the Calaveras
footbridge,
and
on
Manchester
Avenue.
Campus Police suspect that the
attacker is the same person who

assaulted eight other female students
at UOP last year.
The first attack happened at
9:35 a . m . , while the victim was
walking on the footbridge towards
campus. The suspect, riding a bicycle
in the same direction, was following
the victim.
While passing by her on the left ,
the suspect grabbed the victim's

UOP, Stockt on set for
Cinco de Mayo activitie s
By T K Rohan
.

.

Slaff Writer

The Mexican Independence Day
Cinco de Mayo, will be celebrated at
the University of the Pacific as well as
in the Stockton community.
The
celebration will be one-week long,
with a �eries of events and activities
cnm m<'mor:�t i n !! the Mexican In
dependence Movement .
I he comm u n l l \ cdcbration will
open M a � 1 i n !h� ( tp i •·cr•itv Theatre
nn dancmg, music, poetry, speakers
and folk songs. The festival will con
tinue unul May I I , Mother's Day
\\

��i11rn cic- Mavo is the Mexican

equivalent to the U . S . 's Indepen
dence Oay . The Mexican holidav is a
nat uJIIiil n n e . ,· .. lebratln)! t ht> Mexican
Jibera•
1 1 t t l l l r1 a n (<'
<;, ,,,,· i f i... a J ! }
Cinco de Mayo celebrates the French's
defeat lit Puebla {:t city n'!ar Mexico
City) by the \1c, kan general Ignacio
Zargoza.
C... u1co
Je
Mayo
has
heen
''

holiday is a predominantly Hispanic
celebrat w n , all are invited to par
ticipate.
He believes that holidays
such as Cinco de Mayo will become
more
promment ,
as
Mexican
American relations �re strengthened.
Rui1 further stated that Cinco de
He
Mayo IS no t just a holiday .
believes that it is a chance for people
of all cultures and races to come
together and learn about the varying
Mexican cultures.

to make sure It doesn 't . . . . un less you give It to Mlng.
exclusive process

restores

and

protects

ASUOP will be sponsoring their Second Annual International
Spring Festival on May 2, 198 1 , from 1 1 :30 a . m . to 5:00 p . m . This event
will be held at Knoles Lawn, located on the University of the Pacific
campus.
A free dance is planned for all ASUOP card holders that night at
Raymond Great Hall beginning at 9 p . m . , co-sponsored by Asian Al
liance. Music will be provided by "Ninth Creation."

1 1 :30 a . m .

Taiko Drums b y Matt Gollub, Nihon Buyo a Japanese classical
dance by Curterian McGhee, and folk songs by Hiroshi Inagawa
(Japanese Conversation Club)
Baile Folklorico Dance Troupe (MECHA Club)

1 2 p.m.
1 2:30 p . m .

Chinese Dance Troupe (Asian Alliance)

PllOFES SIONAL TYP ING SER VICI

1 p.m.

Fashion Show (International Student Ass. )

1 :30 p . m .

Martial Arts (Asian Alliance)

2:30 p . m .

French Folk Songs (French Club)

'fHE SES ·HA NUS£ RIP TS
I BM SELE£TRI£
REFEREN£ ES
JANET · 4 7 8 · 7 895

3 p.m.

Latin American Song & Dance (Alianza Club)

3 : 30 p . m .

Bunya Ningya, Puppetry by Dan )(.:hi and Koto, Japanese instrument by Phillip Flarin (Japanes\. �onversation Club)

4 p.m.

Mid-Eastern Art Dance, b y the Rakesah School of Dance
(ASUOP International Spring Festival )

4:30 p.m.

Fashion Show & Dance Troupe (Ohana Club)

Sc ulp tur e Cu ttin g
Created by

Sir Gauuan

5 p.m.

SPRI N G STU DENT SPECIAL
ON SPERRY TOP-SI DERS

1 0% off on
Brow n Moc casin

LEATHER
MOCCASIN

with Student Body Card

Tops on the campus and the
deck'-the flexible moccastn for
smart barefooting With fashionable
rugged look .

J�t5s�
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sc·u l p t u re Cutting

better-than-show room shine.
And It's guaranteed
But

waxing.

Mlng's not at home.
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In and look us over
before you
road.

hit the

Your car will

be glad you did.

466-2253

........ ,. Auto Beauty Center
3805 N . West Lane
(
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bicycle.
Askew commented thl
footbridge is a good location
stall an emergency telephone
it has been the site of similar
Specifically, in Septemoo
ex-cons had a fight on the
last February a student and
police officer were attacked
razor-wielding assailant.
Askew admitted that the
bridge
is
one of the
locations" on UOP campus,
the installation of an
phone is very e xpensive.

suspect then fled the scene.
According to Public Safety chief
Norman Askew, the attacker fits the
description of the suspect i n eight
other sexual assaults on campus last
year. The suspect has been arrested
twice before: at Delta College 1 Vz
years ago, and at UOP last year.
The suspect was described as a
white male between 1 7 and 1 8 years
old. He is 5 feet 10 inches tall, with a
medium build and long, blonde hair.
He was wearing a white football
shirt with black n umbers reading

MAY 3 1 st

Give I t a Mlng Min-or Finish, that's what. With sum mer
coming on, your car deserves to look like a million
bucks. And sun, dirt and grime will be doing their best

Mlng's

A SUOP to hold festival Sunda y

either " 3 1 " or " 8 1 , " tennis
and blue jeans. The second
said that h e wore a blue
and a pair of sunglasses
He was riding a
frames.

bicycle , tailed the victim, and in
passing by her, grabbed her breast.
He reportedly used obscene languag e,
and threatened to rape her.
An argument ensued, which
lasted for about five minutes. The

DISCDU ITS EFFECT IVE THROU GH

Can't?

or Frisco

A similar incident occurred soon

German Folk Songs (German Club)

celebrated in the U . S . ever since the
first Mexicans moved to this country,
but it has only recently become
popular.
The reason for t:tis, says Ponce
Ruiz, a local Chicano leader, is that
during the '60's and the "identity
movement , " the Spanish speaking
groups were looking for something
with which to identify.
Cinco de
Mayo was chosen only because of its
day. It falls near the close of school
wherea!. somt.: o f the uther Mexican
holidays occur in less convenient
times of the school year.
Rui7 \l ated t hat
while
the

What Can Stockton
Do For Your Car.
That L.A.

after at 10 a.m . , when a 19 year-old
foreign student was walking back to
her
apartment
via
Manchester
Avenue.
The suspect, again riding a

breast . The victim yelled at him , and
he fled. The coed then ran back to
Jessie Ballantyne, where she notified
the campus police.

BOAR DWAL K
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